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Avatar the fifth element profiles:

Its been 60 years since the Avatar Overthrew the Fire lord and Prince Zuko became the Fire king all was
at peace and harmony until the great Avatar Aang died peacefully in his sleep. Now arises a new avatar
and because his death happened in the summer the new avatar is of the fire nation and just so happens
to be the grand daughter of King Zuko but the daughter of a devious mother who wishes to us her
daughter to create a new war and destroy al he kingdoms. Here rises the new avatar Avatar Azura.

Princess Azura
Age: 16 yrs
Bending: Fire and Lightning
Parents: Princess Lazuri and Prince Urzo
Appearance: Most in the fire nation peg her as the most beautiful royalty to ever live aside from her great
grandmother Ursa. She has long black hair and golden eyes
Personality: she expresses some traits that belong to Azula as far as intellectually but she is sincere and
makes friends very easy she doesn�t wish to rule the nations but to just become a nice overall person.
She unadmittingly
Bending Skills: Azura is legend in most nations as the Rainbow Dancer for she was sent to the sun
warriors at a young age by Zuko to learn fire bending when she returned her bending surpassed all
show the ability to change it in various colors she mostly uses pink because its her favorite color
She also shows skill in lightning, which she only uses when very angered, and most times to scare
people.

Euie
Age: 17 yrs
Bending: Water
Parents: unknown
Appearance: White haired silver eyed wonder of the water tribe
Personality: Very deep and wise he exhibits water bending abilities that surpass even the water bending
master very quiet and often charming unknowingly and
Bending Skills: He knows all parts of Water Bending let it be Healing, Plant bending, and even blood
bending. He is in a class of his own known because of his battle with the Northern water tribe army who
he defeated.

Kanno
Age: 18 yrs
Bending: Air, Water, and an unknown element called void
Parents: the children of aang and katara
Appearance: by most he�s told he reminds many people of Sokka, but where he gets his charm and
womanizing personality from is unknown he oddly has brown hair on the sides and white on the top he
has crystal blue eyes which shine in the moon light



Personality: Very Sarcastic and Conceited when he met azura he promised that the only why he�d teach
her air bending is if he kissed her. Even though he was kidding that time he still expects a kiss from her
later on. At serious times it appears he will kiss he but breaks the seriousness by making a unnecessary
joke. Secretly he loves her just as much as she does him.
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